
FRAME SECTIONAL SOFA RIGHT
By RESTEVE

FRAME Collection comes from generating serene and timeless shapes using framework as
the elementary geometry. The endless possibilities offered by the material using
advanced technology, was the motivation to explore the limits. The FRAME section is
flared creating pieces of visual lightness while still definitive and resistant. FRAME meets
a wide range of needs in any outdoor space thanks to its variety of pieces. The collection
consists of high and low stools, benches, armchairs, a modular sofa, tables of various
sizes, chairs and a chaiselongue. The lightness of the pieces as well as the stackable
nature of some, such as the chairs and armchairs, make adjustments to their distribution
easier and comfortable. Also the chaiselongue, with a reclining backrest, has wheels built
into the framework which make moving it easier.

Camo rug wills to contrast with the surrounding by blurring it. The pattern, initially
designed to get integrated with the nature, didn’t take long to get into the fashion world
in order to get the opposite effect at the urban environment. Today, being trendier than
ever, it is available to dress your home in four different tones.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/us/products/54118

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

19.02 Kg

Combinations

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 54118

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 54118F

Lacquered Polyethylene
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https://www.vondom.com/us/products/?product=54118
https://www.vondom.com/us/products/?product=54118


COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

ACUALIS NAPA41
MOCCA ZAN-3120

PEARL GREY ZAN-3112
BURGUNDY ZAN-3119

AUSTER ZAN-3111
WHITE CUP ZAN-3105

CHERRY ZAN-3117
APRICOT ZAN-3115

BLACK ZAN-3126
PURE WHITE ZAN-3102

ICE SILVER-4004
SISAL SILVER-1051

TAUPE SILVER-0009
MOCCA SILVER-0005

SAGE SILVER-5009
PLATA SILVER-4001

RASPBER.SILVER-2016
JET SILVER-3068

PIST.SILVER-5008
BEIGE SILVER-1010

METEOR SILVER-4024
VITA-IMP 07
VITA-IMP 14
VITA-IMP 51
VITA-IMP 54
VITA-IMP 42
VITA-IMP 30
VITA-IMP 53
VITA-IMP 55

WHITE
BLACK

BRONZE
STEEL

ANTHRACITE
CHAMPAGNE

RED
PISTACHIO

ORANGE
KHAKI
NAVY
PLUM

TAUPE
ECRU
BEIGE
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FRAME SOFA CORNER 90º
By RESTEVE

FRAME Collection comes from generating serene and timeless shapes using framework as
the elementary geometry. The endless possibilities offered by the material using
advanced technology, was the motivation to explore the limits. The FRAME section is
flared creating pieces of visual lightness while still definitive and resistant. FRAME meets
a wide range of needs in any outdoor space thanks to its variety of pieces. The collection
consists of high and low stools, benches, armchairs, a modular sofa, tables of various
sizes, chairs and a chaiselongue. The lightness of the pieces as well as the stackable
nature of some, such as the chairs and armchairs, make adjustments to their distribution
easier and comfortable. Also the chaiselongue, with a reclining backrest, has wheels built
into the framework which make moving it easier.

Camo rug wills to contrast with the surrounding by blurring it. The pattern, initially
designed to get integrated with the nature, didn’t take long to get into the fashion world
in order to get the opposite effect at the urban environment. Today, being trendier than
ever, it is available to dress your home in four different tones.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/us/products/54121

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

28.42 Kg

Combinations

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 54121

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 54121F

Lacquered Polyethylene
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COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE CUP ZAN-3105
CHERRY ZAN-3117
APRICOT ZAN-3115

BLACK ZAN-3126
PURE WHITE ZAN-3102

ACUALIS NAPA41
MOCCA ZAN-3120

PEARL GREY ZAN-3112
BURGUNDY ZAN-3119

AUSTER ZAN-3111
ICE SILVER-4004

SISAL SILVER-1051
TAUPE SILVER-0009

MOCCA SILVER-0005
SAGE SILVER-5009

PLATA SILVER-4001
RASPBER.SILVER-2016

JET SILVER-3068
BEIGE SILVER-1010

PIST.SILVER-5008
METEOR SILVER-4024

VITA-IMP 07
VITA-IMP 14
VITA-IMP 51
VITA-IMP 54
VITA-IMP 42
VITA-IMP 30
VITA-IMP 53
VITA-IMP 55

WHITE
BLACK
STEEL

RED
PISTACHIO

ORANGE
KHAKI
NAVY
PLUM

TAUPE
ECRU
BEIGE

BRONZE
ANTHRACITE
CHAMPAGNE
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FRAME SECTIONAL SOFA LEFT
By RESTEVE

FRAME Collection comes from generating serene and timeless shapes using framework as
the elementary geometry. The endless possibilities offered by the material using
advanced technology, was the motivation to explore the limits. The FRAME section is
flared creating pieces of visual lightness while still definitive and resistant. FRAME meets
a wide range of needs in any outdoor space thanks to its variety of pieces. The collection
consists of high and low stools, benches, armchairs, a modular sofa, tables of various
sizes, chairs and a chaiselongue. The lightness of the pieces as well as the stackable
nature of some, such as the chairs and armchairs, make adjustments to their distribution
easier and comfortable. Also the chaiselongue, with a reclining backrest, has wheels built
into the framework which make moving it easier.

Camo rug wills to contrast with the surrounding by blurring it. The pattern, initially
designed to get integrated with the nature, didn’t take long to get into the fashion world
in order to get the opposite effect at the urban environment. Today, being trendier than
ever, it is available to dress your home in four different tones.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/us/products/54119

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

19.42 Kg

Combinations

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 54119

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 54119F

Lacquered Polyethylene
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COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE
BLACK
STEEL

RED
PISTACHIO

ORANGE
KHAKI
NAVY
PLUM

TAUPE
ECRU
BEIGE

BRONZE
ANTHRACITE
CHAMPAGNE

460 Harrison Ave Boston MA 02118  I  T617-654-2974  I  casadesigngroup.com



FRAME SECTIONAL SOFA ARMLESS
By RESTEVE

FRAME Collection comes from generating serene and timeless shapes using framework as
the elementary geometry. The endless possibilities offered by the material using
advanced technology, was the motivation to explore the limits. The FRAME section is
flared creating pieces of visual lightness while still definitive and resistant. FRAME meets
a wide range of needs in any outdoor space thanks to its variety of pieces. The collection
consists of high and low stools, benches, armchairs, a modular sofa, tables of various
sizes, chairs and a chaiselongue. The lightness of the pieces as well as the stackable
nature of some, such as the chairs and armchairs, make adjustments to their distribution
easier and comfortable. Also the chaiselongue, with a reclining backrest, has wheels built
into the framework which make moving it easier.

Camo rug wills to contrast with the surrounding by blurring it. The pattern, initially
designed to get integrated with the nature, didn’t take long to get into the fashion world
in order to get the opposite effect at the urban environment. Today, being trendier than
ever, it is available to dress your home in four different tones.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/us/products/54120

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

18.42 Kg

Combinations

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 54120

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 54120F

Lacquered Polyethylene
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COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

BURGUNDY ZAN-3119
AUSTER ZAN-3111

WHITE CUP ZAN-3105
CHERRY ZAN-3117
APRICOT ZAN-3115

BLACK ZAN-3126
PURE WHITE ZAN-3102

ACUALIS NAPA41
MOCCA ZAN-3120

PEARL GREY ZAN-3112
ICE SILVER-4004

SISAL SILVER-1051
TAUPE SILVER-0009

MOCCA SILVER-0005
SAGE SILVER-5009

PLATA SILVER-4001
RASPBER.SILVER-2016

JET SILVER-3068
BEIGE SILVER-1010

PIST.SILVER-5008
METEOR SILVER-4024

VITA-IMP 07
VITA-IMP 14
VITA-IMP 51
VITA-IMP 54
VITA-IMP 42
VITA-IMP 30
VITA-IMP 53
VITA-IMP 55

WHITE
BLACK
STEEL

RED
PISTACHIO

ORANGE
KHAKI
NAVY
PLUM

TAUPE
ECRU
BEIGE

BRONZE
ANTHRACITE
CHAMPAGNE
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